
ISV Hosting  
made simple



Our strength
When you select a partner to help you transition your 
business to the Cloud, you appear to have a lot of 
choice, but once you dig a little deeper, the choice 
narrows and we emerge a strong contender. Why? 
Because we are independent, just like you.

The quality and standard of our service is independently 
verified, as evidenced by our ISO 9001: 2008 and ISO 
27001: 2013 certification - the first IT services provider 
in the UK to achieve the latter. We invest heavily in the 
future of our business; owning the building from which 
we operate and all of the hardware and infrastructure 
we will put at your disposal.

Our people
We believe in old-fashioned service, delivered by real 
people, who work hard to understand your business and 
how we can help make it work better. We have expertise 
on-site, always happy to talk through technical details 
with you and ready to jump to your aid immediately, if 
anything goes wrong. No passing the buck, no excuses, 
just practical, pragmatic answers. 

Unlike other offerings you find elsewhere, our entire 
service from initial transition to ongoing support is 
delivered by Quiss people; people who thrive in a 
culture that worries more about proactive support and 
solutions to problems, rather than looking for someone 
to blame.

Our control
Control sits at the heart of our approach, but we’re 
not control freaks. We believe our unique Application 
Deployment Platform solution not only ensures you 
have the freedom to offer ‘any device, anywhere, 
anytime’ availability for your application, but do it with 
the intuitive control you need.

And the right level of control, with the right 
infrastructure allows you to concentrate on developing, 
refining and selling your application, not starting all over 
again re-imagining it for the Cloud. 

When it comes to selling, we can help there too. We will 
ensure the portal clients use to access your application, 
looks and feels as if you are hosting it yourselves, to 
help you punch even further above your weight.

Our client
This explanation of how easy we make the transition 
to an SaaS offering in the Cloud, for ISV businesses like 
yours is deliberately light on detail; no mention of VPN, 
Terminal Services, Citrix, Access Gateways, Remote 
Desktops, Servers or any similar buzz words.

We save the good stuff for our face-to-face meeting 
when we show you precisely how easy we can make 
your future and welcome you aboard as our client.

ISV Platforms

• Software as a Service
• Application Deployment Platform
• Solution White Labelling
• Self Service / Management

Data Centres

• Platform as a Service
• Bespoke Cloud
• Hardware re-utilisation
• Dedicated Hardware / Environment
• On Premise Cloud Solutions

Private Cloud

• UK Based Only
• Privately Owned by Quiss
• Fully Managed / Fully Resilient
• ISO 27001: 2013
• Replication Services

Public Cloud

• Hosted Desktop
• Hosted Email
• Online Monitoring
• Office 365
• Microsoft Azure

Through experience, we know that as 
Independent Software Vendors (ISV’s) 
you understand the technical aspects 
of transitioning to the Cloud. 

However, the realisation that you will have to adopt an 
entirely new way of doing business is perhaps causing 
you more of a problem; with a few sleepless nights no 
doubt.

We have helped ISV’s use our infrastructure to join the 
‘Subscription as a Service’ age and we can help your 
business make the move too, with a unique approach 
that offers you real peace of mind.
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